2020-08-27: Blending Virtual with Reality in Clerkships
Hosted by Association of Professors of Gynecology & Obstetrics
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 1: What changes from the social distant clerkship will you continue using in the
clerkship? #MedEdChat #meded

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
joining in from Spokane WA #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What changes from the social distant clerkship will you continue using
in the clerkship? #MedEdChat #meded

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@MedEdChat We are front loading didactics in 2 weeks, then 4 weeks of clinicals
uninterrupted. #mededchat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
T1 - we are keeping our “Zoom” based oral case presentations and PowerPoint based virtual clinic
experience - both popular with our students and faculty #MedEdChat

Mo Shu @mo_shu_8 hours ago
Monica Henning from Univ of Oklahoma in Tulsa, Ok 👋🏼 #MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
T1: continue to focus on skills development; Fac dev for virtual learning #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT Nicolas Thibodeau @nthibodeaujarry T1 more virtual #teaching sessions. More people can
participate and they offer similar educational benefits #MedEdChat #meded

Nicolas Thibodeau @nthibodeaujarry8 hours ago
T1 more virtual #teaching sessions. More people can participate and they offer similar educational
benefits #MedEdChat #meded

Matt Sakumoto @MattSakumoto8 hours ago
@MedEdChat We’ve embraced the use of shared docs (GoogleDocs, Evernote, etc) for sharing
teaching pearls during Zoom rounds. No more loose scraps of paper! #MedEdChat
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APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: T1 - we are keeping our “Zoom” based oral case presentations and PowerPoint
based virtual clinic experience - both popular w…

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@cmmorosky Yep. Easier to get everyone together, little harder for some faculty to be engaging
though. #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @sgraziano11: @MedEdChat We are front loading didactics in 2 weeks, then 4 weeks of
clinicals uninterrupted. #mededchat

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
T1 If you have incorporated more telemedicine into your clerkship during the pandemic, is that
going to continue? Why/why not? #mededchat #meded

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @sood_lonika: T1: continue to focus on skills development; Fac dev for virtual
learning #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: RT Nicolas Thibodeau @nthibodeaujarry T1 more virtual #teaching sessions.
More people can participate and they offer similar…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT croyce @croyce62 Replying to @sgraziano11 @MedEdChat we are doing the same. in the
first block, we saw no change in shelf score range, and the number of deliveries and surgeries
students participated in went up about 50-100%. happy students! #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @nthibodeaujarry: T1 more virtual #teaching sessions. More people can participate and they
offer similar educational benefits #MedEdChat…

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MattSakumoto: @MedEdChat We’ve embraced the use of shared docs (GoogleDocs,
Evernote, etc) for sharing teaching pearls during Zoom roun…

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: RT croyce @croyce62 Replying to @sgraziano11 @MedEdChat we are doing
the same. in the first block, we saw no change in shel…
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Shireen Madani Sims, MD @UFDOC8 hours ago
T1: also most didactics for residents and students are able to be done virtually, as are board
rounds due to physical distancing needs #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 If you have incorporated more telemedicine into your clerkship during
the pandemic, is that going to continue? Why/…

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd T1 It has been hard to get faculty buy in to let students participate. Hard enough
to let the residents do it under supervision. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@sgraziano11 @Alliance4ClinEd T1 Do you think that is specific to OB? Or is it
institutional? #MedEdChat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @UFDOC: T1: also most didactics for residents and students are able to be done virtually, as
are board rounds due to physical distancing…

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @sgraziano11 @Alliance4ClinEd T1 Do you think that is specific to OB? Or
is it institutional? #MedEdChat

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Alliance4ClinEd T1 - our Family Med rotation has done better, prob the best,
but it has been a struggle across disciplines #mededchat

Nicolas Thibodeau @nthibodeaujarry8 hours ago
More virtual meetings. The participation has greatly increased. Also easier to join 7AM meeting
from your car instead of having to get to the hospital by 7AM #MedEdChat

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Alliance4ClinEd Might be the patient type, or the type of patients in their
panels???? #mededchat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@sgraziano11 I like the virtual for a lot of stuff. I do worry a little about being interactive. For some
reason my studnets rrally want their cameras off. It’s tough talking to blank screens... #MedEdChat
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Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@cmmorosky Then are you the bad guy if you require cameras on? I wonder about peoples'
situations at home, and if they have ability to put camera on..... #mededchat

Nicolas Thibodeau @nthibodeaujarry8 hours ago
@cmmorosky @sgraziano11 I agree. I insist that #students keep there camera on for increased
interactivity #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@nthibodeaujarry T1 I just heard from our foundation phase coordinator that Zoom lectures are
attended by nearly 2/3 of the class every day. Interesting that they are more willing to attend virtual
lectures than when they were in the lecture hall! #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @nthibodeaujarry: T1 more virtual #teaching sessions. More people can participate and they
offer similar educational benefits #MedEdChat…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 If you have incorporated more telemedicine into your clerkship during
the pandemic, is that going to continue? Why/…

La Tat @ictrei38 hours ago
T1 - schools need to teach how students create a professional area for themselves. Computer
tricks work for anyone. Our school made a brief set of expectations when everything started
happening and that made a difference. #mededchat
Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@ictrei3 A whole new type of curriculum, or hidden curriculum. #mededchat

Nicolas Thibodeau @nthibodeaujarry8 hours ago
@sgraziano11 @cmmorosky I think you have to be sensitive to the fact that some students might
find it intrusive to share their camera showing their home #mededchat #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @croyce62 Replying to @Alliance4ClinEd that's been difficult as our students prepared for
telemed w/ an elegant tutorial module, but technical challenges our faculty face (& probably some
discomfort with this mode of pt care) students were excluded from telemedicine #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@nthibodeaujarry @sgraziano11 @cmmorosky That's true, but if you're having small groups via
video conferencing then I feel it's appropriate ask that the camera be on. Something about seeing
people helps build community in smaller groups #mededchat
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MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky Replying to @croyce62 @UFDOC @sgraziano11 Sounds like some
basic #MedEd principals - set expectations, give and receive feedback and assess how your
teaching is going -> figuring out the newer way of doi Nd things with tried and true
basics! #mededchat

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @nthibodeaujarry @cmmorosky I agree, but I always wonder.... #mededchat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @croyce62 @Alliance4ClinEd Faculty in our department were hesistant to take on
med students and telemedicine - we had a lot going on with telemedicine for ourselves, plus we’ll,
the whole pandemic thing. I’d say Family Med and our ER did this best #MedEdChat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: RT @cmmorosky Replying to @croyce62 @UFDOC @sgraziano11 Sounds
like some basic #MedEd principals - set expectations, give an…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 2: Will grading changes made during the pandemic be integrated into the clerkship going
forward? Why/why not? #MedEdChat #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: @MedEdChat @croyce62 @Alliance4ClinEd Faculty in our department were
hesistant to take on med students and telemedicine - we…

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@cmmorosky @MedEdChat @croyce62 @Alliance4ClinEd Yes, I think this was the general
problem with our faculty as well, trying to figure it out for ourselves. #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 2: Will grading changes made during the pandemic be integrated into the
clerkship going forward? Why/why not? #MedEdC…

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 since we can complete all of our assessments again, we are going back to
discriminated grading H/HP/P. #mededchat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
T2 - we went from Honors/Pass/Fail to simply Pass/Fail for the #COVID period. We are going back
to H/P/F. There is some feeling about needing to differentiate with the CRAZINESS of the resident
application season upon us! #MedEdChat
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Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@sgraziano11 @MedEdChat Is there a reason for that? Is it because of match
concerns? #Mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @sgraziano11: @MedEdChat T2 since we can complete all of our assessments again, we are
going back to discriminated grading H/HP/P. #mede…

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: T2 - we went from Honors/Pass/Fail to simply Pass/Fail for the #COVID period.
We are going back to H/P/F. There is some feel…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @croyce62 no grading changes- we are pass/fail for pre-clerkship and clerkship grades, with a
narrative. the narrative is much more difficult to compose with only 2/3 the time with students in
clinical learning and with didactic sessions completed asynchronously. #mededchat

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano118 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1 - little bit. Also our class rank depends on that. I think we could
have used it as an opportunity to move to away from discriminating and more toward EPA, but oh
well. #mededchat
Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @sgraziano11 @MedEdChat This NRMP season is SO up in the air, we have felt
that we need to continue to find some way to demonstrate performance and application for our
students. Straight up Pass/Fail really doesn’t help with that unfortunately #MedEdChat

Shireen Madani Sims, MD @UFDOC8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @croyce62 T2- yes the narrative has been so Important for us, but fewer
opportunities for assessment #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: RT @croyce62 no grading changes- we are pass/fail for pre-clerkship and
clerkship grades, with a narrative. the narrative…

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@UFDOC @MedEdChat @croyce62 But will the program directors read through all these
narratives???! #MedEdChat
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Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
T2: not at this time given that we switched from virtual to actual when the new year
started #mededchat
APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @UFDOC: @MedEdChat @croyce62 T2- yes the narrative has been so Important for us, but
fewer opportunities for assessment #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @sood_lonika: T2: not at this time given that we switched from virtual to actual when the new
year started #mededchat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @croyce62 And yes - shortened clerkships - so sad!! We were fortunate to only have
our OBGYN clerkship go from 6 weeks down to 5 weeks. I’ve heard some cut down to 3 weeks! And
then that’s it for your women’s health clinical education in med school - wow, not
good! #MedEdChat

Mo Shu @mo_shu_8 hours ago
We didn’t change our letter grading due to not much difference of how students performed when
we went to 4 weeks virtual and 2 weeks high dense clinical #MedEdChat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
Asynchronous - I’ve never used that word so much in my life! Has anyone else had a little distaste
for the term? #MedEdChat

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
@cmmorosky @MedEdChat @croyce62 That begs the question of how could women's health (or
psychiatry) be integrated into other primary care clerkships? APGO developed those objectives
nearly 2 decades ago for more comprehensive #meded Maybe this could be the
catalyst #mededchat

Shireen Madani Sims, MD @UFDOC8 hours ago
@mo_shu_ Interesting! We saw higher shelf exam scores after 2 weeks virtual learning!
🤷🏻♀️#mededchat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
Hey there, ACE - that’s an #outstanding idea! @apgonews #UMEC we need to circle back on
this! #MedEdChat
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Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@cmmorosky @apgonews in a LIC, this is reasonably straightforward to integrate #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @UFDOC: @mo_shu_ Interesting! We saw higher shelf exam scores after 2 weeks virtual
learning! 🤷🏻♀️#mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 3: How has the impact of the coronavirus impacted expectations for patient care on the
clerkship? #MedEdChat #meded

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: Hey there, ACE - that’s an #outstanding idea! @apgonews #UMEC we need to
circle back on this! #MedEdChat https://t.co/qzSATP…

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 3: How has the impact of the coronavirus impacted expectations for patient
care on the clerkship? #MedEdChat #meded

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
T3: limiting interactions based on COVID positive patients given limited PPE #mededchat

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
T3 I'm particularly curious how it's impacted #medstudent rotations in community-based, private
clinics. Is it harder to assign students there now? Have sites said no out of concerns for
COVID? #mededchat

Shireen Madani Sims, MD @UFDOC8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3- our students were chomping at the bit to be involved with COVID patient
care! #mededchat

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
T3 - patient care and clerkship - lots of PPE training, but for the most part our students are doing
most patient care they had been. @ UCONN SOM our students are NOT allowed to see/evaluate
COVID(+) or PUI patients. Not sure how I feel about that to this day #MedEdChat
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Dr. MD Lazarus @InsidOutAnatomy8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 3: How has the impact of the coronavirus impacted expectations for patient
care on the clerkship? #MedEdChat #meded

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T3 I'm particularly curious how it's impacted #medstudent rotations in
community-based, private clinics. Is it harder…

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Our sites were #thrilled to have our students back. It had been a long time. Some
concerns over PPE, and there was some back and forth around require testing, but for the most part
we are back in it #MedEdChat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @UFDOC: @MedEdChat T3- our students were chomping at the bit to be involved with COVID
patient care! #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: T3 - patient care and clerkship - lots of PPE training, but for the most part our
students are doing most patient care they…

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: @Alliance4ClinEd Our sites were #thrilled to have our students back. It had been
a long time. Some concerns over PPE, and th…

Shireen Madani Sims, MD @UFDOC8 hours ago
@cmmorosky We discussed this policy as well and got strong feedback our students didn’t
appreciate being excluded! #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @UFDOC: @cmmorosky We discussed this policy as well and got strong feedback our students
didn’t appreciate being excluded! #mededchat

Mo Shu @mo_shu_8 hours ago
At first we had students being exposed while in triage so then they got excluded from triage. Then
our CMO said everyone had to always have eye protection & our dept chair said always have
N95/Kn95, now they can gonback to triage. #MedEdChat
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Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@UFDOC @cmmorosky We've had mixed reactions. Some students are really nervous about
getting exposed while others were ready to dive in. We had to set up policies allowing students to
opt out if they were too concerned #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @UFDOC @cmmorosky We've had mixed reactions. Some students are really
nervous about getting exposed while others were re…

Mo Shu @mo_shu_8 hours ago
It was also difficult to work around when students had to be quarantined due to pt or community
exposures. Trying to get them ways to make up the work when the rest of the clerkship wasn’t
virtual anymore. #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @mo_shu_: It was also difficult to work around when students had to be quarantined due to pt
or community exposures. Trying to get them…

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@mo_shu_ They need the proper PPE, no doubt, but with it, I think they should be doing what we
do. They’re gonna be doing it as interns, residents and attendings at some point for the
next #pandemic Might as well get the training! #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 there should be more focus on reflective writings and portfolios.
Even for students evaluations, more importance should be given to narrative feedback rather than
just tick box approaches #meded

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @ArjaSateesh: @MedEdChat #mededchat T2 there should be more focus on reflective writings
and portfolios. Even for students evaluations,…

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @UFDOC Yeah, totally critical. Like everyone, a wide range of feelings from our
students on this. Some high risk themselves, others living with high risk individuals. Lots to keep in
mind, and need to offer a similar type of virtual experience for those who opt out #MedEdChat
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Shanna M. Combs, MD, FACOG @drshannacombs8 hours ago
RT @mo_shu_: It was also difficult to work around when students had to be quarantined due to pt
or community exposures. Trying to get them…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #mededchat

Shanna M. Combs, MD, FACOG @drshannacombs8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: T2 - we went from Honors/Pass/Fail to simply Pass/Fail for the #COVID period.
We are going back to H/P/F. There is some feel…

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky8 hours ago
@MedEdChat We’ve learned a lot already about #MedEd in a pandemic. Lots of good - definitely
the easy access and just in time learning from virtual, but also we’ve lost some stuff too
- #simulation Hopefully we can collect some data and discover what works and what needs
work! #MedEdChat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
RT @cmmorosky: @MedEdChat We’ve learned a lot already about #MedEd in a pandemic. Lots of
good - definitely the easy access and just in tim…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Thanks again to @UFDOC & @apgonews for
tonight's topic! Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews8 hours ago
Thank you all for joining us for #MededChat tonight! A big thank you to @MedEdChat for
moderating and including our Undergraduate Medical Education Committee (UMEC) in an awesome
virtual/reality discussion!

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky7 hours ago
RT @apgonews: Thank you all for joining us for #MededChat tonight! A big thank you
to @MedEdChat for moderating and including our Undergrad…
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APGO News @apgonews7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Thanks again
to @UFDOC & @apgonews for tonight's topic! Don't forget to sugge…

LA O'Shea @LAOShea27 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: RT @cmmorosky Replying to @croyce62 @UFDOC @sgraziano11 Sounds like
some basic #MedEd principals - set expectations, give an…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. Tha…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm NYC Thursday. Thanks again
to @UFDOC & @apgonews for tonight's topic! Don't forget to sugge…

Christopher Morosky @cmmorosky7 hours ago
@macauleylab I’m good. Like to jump in this #MedEdChat thing when I can. Congrats on the
funding! Looks like you are rocking it

Nicolas Thibodeau @nthibodeaujarry7 hours ago
@cmmorosky We use it to present cases in echo and for case discussions with med students.
Surprisingly, the interactions are similar as live sessions #mededchat

Rose Webster @GetMyGist3 hours ago
🤷2 votes (good results) but I guess #MedStudentTwitter #MedEdChat #MedEd #MedTwitter is
terrified of higher-ups. ALL I ask for is TEST FOR #Wolbachia genes in blood & tissues & use #DDT.
Why? Dr Conover (may he RIP) & others gave us LIFE-saving
tools. https://t.co/JQWB5Gj1aW https://t.co/1msSiyaEQl

Rose Webster @GetMyGist3 hours ago
RT @GetMyGist: 🤷2 votes (good results) but I
guess #MedStudentTwitter #MedEdChat #MedEd #MedTwitter is terrified of higher-ups. ALL I ask…

DocMode @docmode12 hours ago
Join for a #webinar by #DrSanketMankad on #HIVinIndia and TLE
400. #infectiousdiseases #RoadtoMD #MedSchool #MedEd #MedStudentTwitter #Physician #MedE
dChat Click here to join https://t.co/BWkW13gn6P https://t.co/1WwyazNCod
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TEN @WeAreTEN22 hours ago
Just a little reminder that the brilliant #HealthCoach @Melanie_Flower will be on
todays #SideEffects podcast episode. Catch The Controversial Nutritionist from
12pm. #NurseTwitter #MedEdChat #mentalhealth

MUSTY FLY @themustyfly2 hours ago
RT @WeAreTEN2: Just a little reminder that the brilliant #HealthCoach @Melanie_Flower will be on
todays #SideEffects podcast episode. Catch…

DocMode @docmode1an hour ago
Join for a #webinar on #Genetics For
Practicing #Obstetrician by #ProfMandakiniPradhan. #FetalMedicine #MedEdChat #ReproductiveHe
alth #WomaninMedicine #RoadtoMD #MedSchool #MedEd #MedStudentTwitter #Physician. Click
here to join https://t.co/zVUdXK4FeY https://t.co/D7xnW4HwLy

MedEdBot @MedEdBot15 minutes ago
RT @docmode1: Join for a #webinar on #Genetics For
Practicing #Obstetrician by #ProfMandakiniPradhan. #FetalMedicine #MedEdChat #Reproducti…

The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@cmmorosky 100

@MedEdChat 95

@sgraziano11 86

@Alliance4ClinEd 83

@UFDOC 74

@croyce62 69

@GLBDallaghan 63
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@nthibodeaujarry 56

@apgonews 51

@mo_shu_ 49

Prolific Tweeters
@apgonews 32

@cmmorosky 16

@MedEdChat 12

@sgraziano11 11

@MedEdBot 5

@UFDOC 5

@sood_lonika 5

@nthibodeaujarry 5

@GLBDallaghan 5

@mo_shu_ 4

Highest Impressions
@apgonews 175.7K

@MedEdChat 102.1K

@cmmorosky 17.5K
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@MedEdBot 11.8K

@GLBDallaghan 8.2K

@nthibodeaujarry 5.4K

@sood_lonika 3.1K

@drshannacombs 2.6K

@sgraziano11 2.4K

@GetMyGist 2.0K
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